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Trends in fossil CO2 emissions
Glen Peters (CICERO)



Global fossil CO₂ emissions likely reached a record high in 2022, at 37.5 GtCO₂, ~1% above the pre-COVID-19 levels
The recovery from the pandemic continues amidst the backdrop of the war in Ukraine and high inflation.

Source: Global Carbon Budget, 4C Carbon Outlook

Increase in emissions continues

https://www.globalcarbonproject.org/carbonbudget/
https://4c-carbon.eu/resources/carbon-outlooks


Coal had explosive growth in the 2000s (China), but has been largely flat in the last decade
Oil & gas have had sustained growth, with gas driving much of the growth in emissions in the last decade

Source: Global Carbon Budget, 4C Carbon Outlook

Trends by fossil fuel category

https://www.globalcarbonproject.org/carbonbudget/
https://4c-carbon.eu/resources/carbon-outlooks


China surpassed the EU in 2000, the US in 2007, and growth continues despite slowdown in the 2010s
USA & EU with declining emissions (e.g., coal to gas & renewables), with India emerging rapidly

Source: Global Carbon Budget, 4C Carbon Outlook

Trends by top emitting countries

https://www.globalcarbonproject.org/carbonbudget/
https://4c-carbon.eu/resources/carbon-outlooks


China
Jan Ivar Korsbakken (CICERO)



• Energy-intensive economic growth
• Industry-heavy exports (2000s)

• Infrastructure construction (post-GFC)

• Housing construction (late 2010s)

• Coal-heavy energy mix

• Emissions and coal consumption 
growth mirroring the economy

• Challenging economic conditions 
since 2021:
• Real-estate debt crisis

• COVID lockdowns

• High oil/gas prices

• Unusual fall in oil and gas in 2022
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China: Challenging year, halted growth



• Surprise preliminary estimate from NBS: Coal consumption up 3.3% in 2022 (?!):
http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/sjjd/202301/t20230118_1892180.html
Good discussion article in Carbon Brief (Lauri Myllyvirta/CREA): 
https://www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-contradictory-coal-data-clouds-chinas-co2-emissions-
rebound-in-2022/

• ...and Tweet by Yan Qin:
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But: Surprise on coal, 2022 emissions growth could be higher (?)

http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/sjjd/202301/t20230118_1892180.html
https://www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-contradictory-coal-data-clouds-chinas-co2-emissions-rebound-in-2022/
https://www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-contradictory-coal-data-clouds-chinas-co2-emissions-rebound-in-2022/
https://twitter.com/YanQinyq/status/1625789924459921408


• Energy intensity of GDP and CO2

intensity of the energy mix is 
improving in most years

• ...but not enough to keep up with 
high GDP growth

• Energy/GDP and CO2/Energy 
improvements in line with advanced 
economies, but from a worse starting 
point

• Higher GDP growth means CO2

emissions keep going up
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China: Economic growth keeps emissions growing

Kaya decomposition



• Direct use of coal falling strongly, in 
industry and in building heat

• Strong growth in other energy types, 
especially electricity

• Main trend: Industry is reducing coal 
use, but increasing all other energy 
use, especially electricity

• Coal use moving from industry to the 
power sector

• High growth in electricity demand, 
renewables can’t keep up
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Data: IEA World Energy Balances 2022

China: The way in which energy is consumed is changing

China: End-use energy consumption by energy type



• Renewable power generation (esp. 
wind/solar) growing strongly since 
mid-2010s

• Electricity demand growth very high 
most years

• Coal power keeps growing because 
of high demand growth, other 
sources can only keep up when 
demand growth is weak
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Data: IEA Energy Balances (through 2021), China National Energy Agency press conference (solar/wind 2022), China 
National Bureau of Statistics monthly data (others 2022)

China: Non-fossil electricity growing, but demand growing faster

China: Growth in electricity generation by energy source
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USA
Robbie Andrew (CICERO)



• Long-term trends

• Growth of natural gas, decline of coal

• Oil hasn’t recovered from the GFC
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USA



• Effect on pandemic was largest on oil

• Restrictions on movement: transport

• Natural gas very little effect

• Rebound in 2022 is partially economic 
recovery, but also weather

• Prices are higher, but not enough to 
change things much

• Coal already declined considerably 
through 2019

• But 2021-2023 are continuation of the 
long-term trend
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USA



• Boom of natural gas power plants 
1999-2005

• Shale gas production started to ramp 
up in 2008

• Coal-fired power stations have been 
retiring

• First the older, less efficient stations, 
but now also relatively young stations

• Cannot compete with alternative 
generation sources

• Regulations on ash tightening

• Those still operating are operating at 
much lower utilisation rates
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USA: Coal decline



European Union
Robbie Andrew (CICERO)



• Coal

• Long-term decline

• Tighter and tighter regulations on air 
pollution and waste handling

• Partly also reduced manufacturing in 
the EU

• Gas

• Steady growth for decades, but a shift 
with the GFC

• Oil

• Long-term decline

• Efficiency improvements effective
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Europe



• Large dip in emissions from oil in 
2020, extending into 2021

• Hasn’t completely recovered to pre-
pandemic levels

• 2022 weak demand

• Natural gas well down in 2022

• Coal rebounded in 2021

• Appeared to continue growth in early 
2022, but latter half of 2022 down 
again

• Expectations for very large drop in 
fossil share of power in 2023
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Europe



• Russian supplies of natural gas 
started declining already in 2021

• Declines accelerated after Russia’s 
invasion of Ukraine and have now 
reached very low levels

• Some of this was compensated for 
by a large growth in imports of LNG
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Europe: Natural gas imports



India
Robbie Andrew (CICERO)



• India’s emissions have been growing 
steadily, interrupted only by the 
pandemic

• India’s economy has been growing 
strongly in recent years

• Particularly energy supply was very 
low per capita and energy access is 
an important part of development
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India



• Large dips across all four categories 
in 2020

• Some of the strictest lockdowns in the 
world at the time (4 hours’ notice)

• Natural gas is a small share of energy
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India



• Power demand grew strongly in both 
2021 and 2022

• The contribution of solar to the 
increase was a record 26.8 TWh

• Capacity increased by 25% over the 
course of the year

• Possibly reduced curtailment

• Hydro also grew, with a wetter-than-
average monsoon

• But most of the growth was in coal

• Up 92 TWh (8.6%) in 2022
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India: Power generation



• Total goal 175 GW; achieved 119 GW

• Solar capacity continued to grow 
strongly in 2022, gaining 14 GW 
(28%)

• But fell well short of India’s ambitious 
100 GW target

• Wind has been growing more slowly

• Added only 1.8 GW (4.5%)

• And also fell short of India’s 2022 
target of 60 GW
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India: Renewables capacity



Projection for 2023
Glen Peters (CICERO)



Coal remains stable (IEA), oil grows 1.1% (EIA STEO), gas grows 0.4% (IEA), others on trend, gives growth of 0.5%
Using data on GDP growth 2.9% (IMF), CO2/GDP trend (-2.2%), gives growth of 0.7%

Source: Global Carbon Budget, 4C Carbon Outlook

Fossil CO2 emissions in 2023

https://www.globalcarbonproject.org/carbonbudget/
https://4c-carbon.eu/resources/carbon-outlooks


Atmospheric CO2
Glen Peters (CICERO)



Fossil CO₂ emissions trending upwards, CO₂ from land-use change declining, a slight rise in total CO₂ emissions
Atmospheric CO₂ is expected to rise at near record-high levels in 2022, despite La Niña conditions in 2021 and 2022

Major El Niño years 1997, 2015, and 2016
Source: Global Carbon Budget, 4C Carbon Outlook

Atmospheric CO2 growth rate

https://www.globalcarbonproject.org/carbonbudget/
https://4c-carbon.eu/resources/carbon-outlooks


Market Perspective
Yan Qin (Refinitiv Carbon)



Daily TFMBMc1, TRDEBMc1 16/02/2021 - 24/03/2023 (PAR)

Line, TFMBMc1, Trade Price(Last), 15/02/2023, 54.000, +1.614, (+3.08%), Line, TRDEBMc1, Trade Price(Last), 15/02/2023, 133.500, +1.75, (+1.33%) Price
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European wholesale gas and electricity prices are now back to autumn 2021 levels

Source: Refinitiv Eikon

Front-month TTF gas

Front-month German power

Economic growth outlook in 2023 are brighter for 
both Europe and China, Energy demand up?



EU emissions in 2023: the Carbon price is (finally!) able to drive coal to gas switching

The skyrocketing gas prices in 2022 have made 
coal power plants consistently more competitive 
than gas plants in the merit order 

Both hard coal and lignite power generation 
have increased in 2022, but this temporary 
rebound is likely to halt in 2023
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Front month spreads for 36% efficient coal and 50% efficient gas plants
Source: Refinitiv Eikon



German daily average temperatures

EU power sector emissions in 2023: weather is an important factor

Source: Refinitiv Eikon

2022 Drought

+ Mild winter so far, what if heatwaves in the summer?
- The recovery in hydro output will further limit fossil power generation 



China: The reopening will boost energy demand, power consumption to +5% to 6% in 2023

Renewables buildout will continue to squeeze fossil power plants’ running hours

Source: China Energy Policy Newsletter February 2023, CET.energy

Improving hydro 
output is anther 
factor

+160 GW 
Wind and 
Solar in 2023

920

2023



Uncertainties regarding the impacts of China’s reopening

Construction site in Henan

https://www.csis.org/analysis/china-holds-key-global-energy-demand

A few factors could alter the 
trajectory of China’s recovery:

Consumer spending, Real estate 

https://www.csis.org/analysis/china-holds-key-global-energy-demand




The 4C Project is funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research 
and innovation program under the Grant Agreement No. 821003

Thank you!
Get in touch for more information

Public reports of the project will be available for download on the 4C website: https://4c-carbon.eu/
Project coordinator: Professor Pierre Friedlingstein (UNEXE) 
Contact us: 4C@Exeter.ac.uk 
Follow us on Social Media:      @4C_H2020

https://4c-carbon.eu/
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